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1. PREFACE  

Rapid response mechanism (RRM) is an emergency response modality for delivering 

humanitarian aid to vulnerable people, including children, displaced by ongoing insecurity. RRM 

humanitarian aid provides within 24 to 72 hours of displacement. To respond to the immediate needs 

of the displaced persons, the UN established a rapid response mechanism (RRM) to provide Yemenis 

with emergency lifesaving packages.  

UNFPA is leading the operation of the RRM project of three agencies i.e., UNFPA, UNICEF, 

and WFP to distribute immediate, most critical life-saving emergency supplies to families who are 

newly displaced, on the move, in hard-to-reach areas or stranded close to the front lines, as well as 

most vulnerable returnees. The RRM minimum assistance package is comprised of these components: 

(1) ready to eat food provided by WFP; (2) family basic hygiene kits provided by UNICEF; and (3) 

one female dignity/transit kit provided by UNFPA. As it shows in the following Figure (1).  

  

FIGURE (1): Types of RRM Kits 
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UNFPA’s RRM partner is Building Foundation for Development (BFD) who has a presence on the 

ground and a capacity to intervene rapidly, BFD has been able to provide immediate assistance to that 

newly displacement in Marib, Al-Bayda, Dhamar and Sana'a governorates through the activation of 

the Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM). BFD is responding in (16) districts in Sana’a Gov, (12) 

districts in Dhamar Gov, (18) districts in Al-Bayda Gov, and (8) districts in Marib. As shown in Figure 

(2). This report highlights BFD’s achievements in partnership with UNFPA in 2021 including 

reaching (10238) newly IDPs (58178 individuals) by providing RRM assistance to them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

FIGURE (2): BFD's RRM Intervention In Targeted Governorates 
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2. TARGETED AREAS  
 

(BFD) is responding in (54) districts of four 

gover (Marib, Al-Bayda, Sana'a & Dhamar). 

It is responding in (16) districts in Sana'a Gov, 

(18) districts in Al-Bayda Gov, (12) districts 

in Dhamar Gov and (8) districts in Marib Gov, 

as it shows in the following figure & table (1). 

 

District Name Governorate 
Al Hissn 

Sana'a  
 

At Tyal 
Bani Dabyan 

Bani Hushaysh 
Hamdan 
Jihanah 

Khawlan 
Nihm 

Sanhan wa Bani Bahlul 
Al Haymah Ad Dakhiliyah 
Al Haymah Al Kharijiyah 

Arhab 
Bani Matar 

Bilad Ar Rus 
Sa'fan 

Manakhah 
Al-Bayda City 

Al-Bayda  

Al-Bayda  
Az Zahir 

Dhi Na'im 
Mukayras 

As Sawma'ah 
As Sawadiyah 
Al Malagim 

Radman 
At Taffah 

Ash Sharyah 
Maswarah 

Rada'a 
Al A'rsh 

Ar Ryashyyah 
Wald Rabi' 

Al Quraishyah 
Sabah 
Sirwah 

Marib 

Bidbadah 
Harib Al Qaramish 

Al Jubah 
Jabal Murad 

Rahabah 
Mahliyah 

Al Abdiyah 
Dhamar City 

Dhamar 

Al Manar 
Ans 

Al Hada 
Dwran Anis 

Jabal Ash sharq 
Jahran 

Maghrib Ans 
Mayfa'at Ans 

Otmah 
Wusab Al Aali 
Wusab As Safil 

 

Table (1): BFD's RRM Intervention in Targeted Governorates 
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Figure (3): Targeted Governorates and Districts 
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3. OVERALL PERFORMANCE PROGRESS 
 

Day in and day out, BFD works in some of Yemen’s 

toughest areas to reach the most vulnerable families 

who are newly displaced, on the move, in hard-to-

reach areas, collective or besieged locations, or 

stranded close to the front lines along with natural 

disasters.  To distribute immediate, most critical life-

saving emergency supplies "RRM assistance" to 

them beside referral to humanitarian assistances. 

Since July 2021, BFD has successfully delivered 

RRM kits to (2508) displaced families (13576 

individuals) through reaching (54) districts in the four governorates (Al-Bayda, Marib, Dhamar and 

Sana'a) along with assisting (1450) marginalized families and old IDPs in the three governorates 

(Sana'a, Al-Bayda and Dhamar) with close to expire items & IRR kits, the map shows the origin 

governorates of displacement:  

 

 

  

Al-Bayda = (1630) HHs 
Q1:   (120) HHs 
Q2:   (247) HHs  
Q3:   (653) HHs 

Q4:   (610) HHs  
 

 
 

Marib = (6000) HHs 
Q1:  (1273) HHs 
Q2:  (471) HHs 
Q3:  (960) HHs 
Q4:  (3296) HHs 
 
 
 

Sana'a = (1507) HHs 
Q1:    (315) HHs 

Q2:    (212) HHs 

Q3:    (492) HHs  
Q4:    (488) HHs  
 

 

 

 

Figure (4):  RRM Targeted governorates & Origin Governs of displacement 

 

10238 HHs 
  (58178) People 

11125 

12669 

17320 

17064 

Targeted People - 2021 

Dhamar  = (1101) HHs 
Q1:   (76) HHs 
Q2:   (234) HHs 
Q3:   (403) HHs 
Q4:   (388) HHs 
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3.1 AL-BAYDA GOVERNORATE 
 

  

Since the beginning of 2021, BFD’s successfully 

delivered RRM kits to (1630) families (8477 

individuals) along with assisting (511) marginalized 

families with close to expire items (Bar Soaps, Tuna, 

Beans and Peas) in three IDPs sites in Al-Bayda 

governorate through reaching (18) districts, (10) 

districts where IDPs located in Al-Bayda 

governorate as it shows in the following chart and 

map:  

 

  

Figure (5) Targeted Governorates and Districts – Al-Baya Governorate 
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3.2 MARIB GOVERNORATE 
 

In 2021, BFD has successfully delivered RRM kits to (6000) displaced families with (35241 

individuals) due to conflict along with stranded families through reaching (8) districts, (5) districts 

where IDPs located in Marib governorate, as it shows in the following chart and map:  

 

  

 

6000 HHs 

   (35241) People 

6925 

7904 

10010 

10402 

Targeted People in Marib- 2021 

Figure (6): Targeted Governorates and Districts – Marib Governorate 
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3.2.1 AL-RRM INTERVENTION IN ABDYIAH DISTRICT – MARIB GOVERN 
 

In October 2021, the escalation raised in some districts of Marib govern, with a special 

situation in Al-Abdiyah district - Marib, an estimated (3,195) war-effected families 

(indicates (18,561) individuals of different ages live) had been stranded for besieged by the 

fighting parties, the families, service providers and other community segments started to be 

allowed to move from the district to elsewhere since the district of Al-Abdiyah is completely 

controlled by the AA along with internally displacement to Al-Abdiyah itself – except some 

returnee families who displaced for a while and returned homes. With a green light of 

UNFPA, (2679) effected families have been assisted with RRM kits as shown in the chart 

and map below: 

   

 

Figure (7): Targeted Sub-district of Al-Abdyiah District – Marib Govern 

(3195) Stranded population 

 2679 
  BENFs 

 

 

  84% 
Assisted   16% 

GAP 

173182

320373

519520
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0

200

400

600

800
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Effected population Assisted with RRM kits in Al-Abdiyah district
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3.3 SANA'A GOVERNORATE 
 

In 2021, BFD’s successfully delivered RRM kits 

to (1507) internally displaced families (8024 

individuals), (240) families displaced due to 

conflict while (252) families displaced due to 

flooding along with assisting (849) marginalized 

families with close to expire IRR kits through 

reaching (16) districts, (8) districts where IDPs 

located in Sana'a govern, as it shows in the 

following chart and map:  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure (8): Targeted Governorates and Districts – Sana'a Governorate 
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3.4 DHAMAR GOVERNOARTE 
 

In 2021, BFD’s successfully delivered RRM kits 

to (1101) displaced families (6436 individuals), 

(185) families displaced due to conflict while 

(218) families displaced due to flooding through 

reaching (12) districts, (7) districts where IDPs 

located in Dhamar govern. In addition to 

assisting (90) marginalized & old IDPs families 

with close to expire IRR kits in four IDPs sites in 

Dhamar city, as it shows in the following chart 

and map:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

1101 HHs 
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Figure (9): Targeted Governorates and Districts – Dhamar Governorate 
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4. COORDINATION & CAPACITY BUILDING: 

4.1. COORDINATION: 

One of the best ways to improve RRM engagement is 

to coordinate with the concerned authorities (Executive 

Unit & SCMCHA) along with other active 

humanitarian partners because it is an important and 

continuous function to implement project activities. In 

addition, BFD's main objective is to make its team 

respond to targeted beneficiaries effectively and 

efficiently, well linked to other partners, and prepared 

for crises by reacting to emergencies better and faster. 

As part of the commitment, BFD makes sure that all 

targeted individuals "newly IDPs" have effectively RRM services along with referring them to 

receive other assistances such as MPCA, GFA, shelter, protection, health and nutrition. However, 

(111) meetings have been taken place during the year 2021 with all humanitarian actors as clarified 

in the below chart: 
 

  

Project Staff, 47

Executive Unit, 8

SCMCHA , 21

UNFPA , 20

CCCM Cluster, 6

RCT, 5

CWG, 3

ECHO, 1

# of Coordination Meetings 
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4.2. BUILDING CAPACITY: 

 The information collected needs to be timely, 

accurate, reliable and objective, as well as 

conducted in an ethical and appropriate 

manner. In addition, BFD’s field teams need 

to be empowered more through skills 

development training and they need to be 

enabled to contribute more effectively to their 

conflict-torn societies. Consequently, BFD’s 

team involved in several training workshops 

on capacity building on all aspects related to 

the project’s activities, including monitoring, 

verification and reporting of information, 

security, protection mainstreaming, referral 

cases, and ethical considerations. As part of 

the commitment to ensure that all targeted 

individuals "newly IDPs" have effectively 

RRM services, BFD offers capacity building 

in the form of technical support, training, and 

monitoring activities for its team. 
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Workshop Session Governorate 
- Introductory Workshop about RRM Project, Protection 

Mainstreaming, Referral System, PSEA and MRE. 
Workshop Title: Dhamar 

- Building the capacity of the Sana’a field team to use the referral 

System along with protection mainstreaming. 

- Familiarizing RRM eligibility criteria. 

- Preventing Sexual Exploitation & Abuse. 

- Mines Risks Education (MRE).  

Objectives: 

- 11 (from both Sana’a field team and concern authorities). # of Participants: 
- 26-27-January-2021 Date: 

Workshop Session Governorate 

- Mines Risks Education (MRE). Workshop Title: Marib 
- Landmines and cluster bombs 

- Effects of landmines and cluster bombs. 

- Dangerous areas & signs & Dangerous and safe behavior 

- Emergency cases & Safety procedures during air strikes 

Objectives: 

- 21 (from both Marib field team and concern authorities). # of Participants: 

- 18-March-2021. Date: 

Workshop Session Governorate 
- Managing GBV in Emergencies Workshop Title: Sana’a & 

Dhamar - Building the capacity of the RRM team to get knowledge about 

managing GBV in emergencies so that they can apply the referral 

System to refer GBV cases. 

Objectives: 

- 6 Participants (from both Sana’a & Dhamar RRM team). # of Participants: 
- 21- Aug-2021 Date: 

Workshop Session Governorate 
- Minimum Initial Service Package (MISP) For Sexual and 

Reproductive Health (SRH) In Crisis Situations. 
Workshop Title: Sana’a & 

Dhamar 
- Building the capacity of the field team to get knowledge about MISP 

& SRH so that they can apply the referral System in good manners.  
Objectives: 

- 6 Participants (from both Sana’a & Dhamar team). # of Participants: 
- 22-23-Aug-2021 Date: 

Workshop Session Governorate 
- Referral System & GBV for IPs of UNFPA in Projects (RRM & RH) Workshop Title: Marib 
- Building the capacity of the RRM team to get knowledge about 

referral system & GBV so that they can apply the referral System to 

refer GBV & RH cases. 

Objectives: 

- 12 participants (from Marib RRM team and RH and GBV team of 

other UNFPA's IPs). 
# of Participants: 

- 31-Aug-2021 Date: 

Workshop Session Governorate 

- Protection induction session Workshop Title: Sana’a 
- Building the capacity of the RRM focal points to get knowledge about 

protection referral in emergencies  
Objectives: 

- 2 Participants (from BFD's RRM staff). # of Participants: 
- 30- Sep-2021 Date: 

Table (2): RRM Building Capacity 

. 
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4.3. DATA COLLECTION TOOLS: 

The mechanisms that are used for RRM services data collection are KOBO Toolbox along 

with MPCA referral forms that are used in the targeted governorates (Sana'a, Marib, 

Dhamar and Al-Bayda) and another UNFPA form integrated with the referral form. KOBO 

Toolbox is being used for registration and verification of newly IDPs in the targeted 

governorates installed in mobile phones. After sending data of IDPs through the internet, 

IMs start to clean data and check out for duplicates in BFD's RRM databases along with 

other RRM partners responding in the same governorates such as IOM. All lists of IDPs 

registered and then assisted with RRM kits that are always being referred to referral system 

(RRM cluster) after being submitted to RRM dashboard for other assistances such as 

MPCA, shelter, NFIs, protection, health and nutrition. 

5. IMPLEMENTATION STAGES  

5.1. RRM INTERVENTION MECHANISM:  

The RRM is designed to provide rapid humanitarian assistance following conflict-related shocks 

and natural disasters resulting in population displacement, as well as with shocks ignited by 

return movements and in response to epidemics. The RRM intervenes in coordination with the 

humanitarian community and provides (3) RRM kits assistance prioritizing vulnerable 

populations. Three key pillars are defined in its mandate: 

➢ Enrollment (verification and registration). 

➢ Cleaning data and checking for duplication through information management in BFD and 

IOM database to confirm distribution (RRM kits). 

➢ RRM kits Distributions. 

➢ Submitting referral lists to other humanitarian partners for a second response such as 

(MPCA, GFA, shelter, NFIs, protection, health and nutrition). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (10): RRM Intervention Mechanism 

 

48 to 72 hrs 
Enrollment 

 (verification + registration) 

 

Post-distribution monitoring 

 (PDM) 

 Alert 

Cleaning Data and Checking Duplication  

in Database 

Distribute RRM Kits 

Referral for other response 

 interventions 
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5.2. DISPLACEMENT ALERT: 
 

In a smooth systematic method of collecting data, BFD resorts to different sources to track 

and monitor internally displaced populations. The methodology adopted focuses on five 

main components: 

1- Concerned Authorities represented by (SCMCHA and Executive Unit). 

2- Displacement Tracking Monitoring (D.T.M). 

3- Through receiving, calls and SMS of the Social Networks. 

4- BFD's key enumerators and team leaders in each governorate. 

5- Social Media (WhatsApp, Facebook, T.V, and radio). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right after getting the newly IDPs locations, BFD`s RRM team heads up to the newly IDPs sites 

to start the verification and registration process. After confirmation of the list, the distribution 

"RRM kits" process starts and then the referral processes. 

  

Displacement 
Alert

Concerned 
Authorities 

Displacement 
Tracking 

Monitoring 

Social 
Networks

BFD's Field 
Monitors

Social Media 

Figure (11): RRM Displacement Alerts 
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5.3. VERIFICATION AND REGISTRATION: 
 

As long as BFD has different alert resources 

as explained above, BFD has been working 

as three hubs for each Govern. Through our 

verification teams in which the hub includes 

3 persons who have been working as mobile 

team to move to all targeted IDPs starting the 

verification through the given survey by 

KOBO toolbox and verify accordingly. 

Moreover, our team doesn’t depend on the 

given information taken from the IDPs’ 

tongue, but they rove on the areas’ leaders 

and the concerned people to have more 

information whom they meet the criteria or 

not. Then the data management officer starts 

analysis of the data comparing to the 

previous data to obtain the actual BENFs 

who meet the RRM’s criteria in order to send 

the final authorized list to the distribution 

team within 24 hours to go ahead. 
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5.4. DISTRIBUTION:  
 

BFD has classified the distribution team to three hubs for each governorate, each hub represents 

the quarter of the governorates such as Al-Bayda have been divided to three hubs each hub covers 

(6) districts with 3 persons for each. Having received the final authorized lists from the data 

management officer as a green light, the distribution team immediately go ahead for providing 

RRM kits to the IDPs to their settlements mostly as a result of access severity IDPs have been 

suffering according to protection mainstreaming and distribution policy. With stacking to the 

following principles: 

1- Priorities safety and dignity, and avoid doing harm through the following steps: 

o Ensure the location of distribution points and the routes to be getting by the targeted 

people are distant from threats of violence; especially the risk or threat of gender-based 

violence (GBV) and attacks from armed groups. 

o Informing the BENFs with the distribution location, time. 

o Using covid-19 protection tools among field team and the BENFs. 

2- Meaningful Access (Ensure that services are provided at an adequate time within 72 hours). 

3- Accountability, Participation and Empowerment. 

o Ensure availability of the following tools: 

1- RRM banner with RRM information and type of assistance and time of distribution 

written on it along with logos of UNFPA and BFD. 

2- Complaints & feedback Mechanism (CFM) banner that clarifies the complaints & 

feedback channels, ways to report and making sure that CF's box is available along 

with brochures distributed to them. 

3- Raising awareness about RRM mechanism, RRM kits, CFM and covid-19 with 

distributing brochures. 

o Ensure that confidentiality and privacy are respected in all forms of consultation, 

counseling and personal information sharing  

o No sharing identifiable information. 

Through PDM & DDM, awareness session orally has been conducting through our field staff 

concerning to the purpose of the project, donor, the contents of the kits through the banner hanged 

out clarified the hot line for any complaints as well. In addition, suggestion boxes and brochures 

are available to apply the transparency principle. 
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- During Distribution RRM Kits Process: 

- 

  

Photo (5) (BFD) - Dhamar Gov - Wisab 
As Safil city Verification and 

Registration Process - (09-08-2021)

Photo (6) (BFD) - Dhamar Gov - Wisab 
As Safil city Verification and 

Registration Process - (09-08-2021)

Photo (1) (BFD) - Marib Gov - Sirwah 
District - Distribution RRM Kits Process -

(05-08- 2021)

Photo (2) (BFD) - Marib Gov - Sirwah 
District - Distribution RRM Kits Process -

(05-08- 2021)

Photo (1) (BFD) - Dhamar Gov - Wisab 
Al-Safil District - Distribution RRM Kits 

Process - (19-12-2021)

Photo (2) (BFD) - Dhamar Gov - Wisab 
Al-Safil District - Distribution RRM Kits 

Process - (19-12-2021)
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Photo (5) (BFD) - Dhamar Gov - Dhamar city 
Verification and Registration Process -

(09-08-2021)

Photo (6) (BFD) - Dhamar Gov - Dhamar city 
Verification and Registration Process -

(09-08-2021)

Photo (5) (BFD) - Dhamar Gov - Wisab As 
Safil city Verification and Registration 

Process - (09-08-2021)

Photo (6) (BFD) - Dhamar Gov - Wisab As 
Safil city Verification and Registration 

Process - (09-08-2021)

Photo (1) (BFD) - Dhamar Gov - Dhamar city 
District - Distribution RRM Kits Process -

(19-12-2021)

Photo (2) (BFD) - Dhamar Gov - Dhamar city 
District - Distribution RRM Kits Process -

(16-12-2021)
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5.5. REFERRED TO OTHER HUMANITARIAN PARTNERS: 

Referral system is in place to connect newly displaced people, most vulnerable IDPs, and other at-

risk groups to appropriate multi-sector response services in a timely and safe manner. BFD's RRM 

team refer newly IDPs immediately to WFP, IOM and humanitarian clusters for other interventions 

(GFA and MPCA, shelter, NFIs, Protection, Health (RH) and Nutrition), that happens after 

registration, verification and distribution activities to be referred to other active partners in the 

targeted area of responsibility (WHO, UNICEF, IOM and SDF along with BFD). 

 

   

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.   

 

- (10238) Displaced families 

assisted with RRM have been 

referred to WFP for providing GFA 

in the four targeted governorates. 

Food Security (GFA)  

 
 
 

- (7600) Displaced families assisted with 

RRM kits have been referred to IOM & 

SDF so that they can be provided 

MPCA in the four governorates ((3362) 

Marib, (1101) Dhamar, (1507) Sana'a 

& (1630) Al-Bayda). 

MULTI-PURPOSE CASH ASSISTANCE  

10238  
 HHs 

 

 

  100% 
Referred 

 
 
 
 
 
 

- (6785) IDPs families have been 

referred to IOM & CCCM partners 

(SHS, YGUSSWP & SDF..) for providing 

services of shelter and NFIs in (Marib, 

Dhamar, Sana'a & Al-Bayda). 

   6785 
  Families 

 

 

  67% 
Referred 

7600 
 HHs 

 

 

  74% 
Referred 

 2036  
 BENFs 

 

 

  20% 
Referred 

- (306) Displaced women (pregnant) 

have been referred to UNICEF & 

UNFPA's RH partners (BFD) to access 

the reproductive health (RH) services 

along with nutrition services in the 

targeted governorates (Dhamar, 

Marib & Al-Bayda).  

 81 
 Families 

 

 

  0.79% 
Referred 

- (81) IDPs families have been referred 

to both UNFPA's RRM partners (IOM 

& NRC) for RRM assistance in both 

governorates (Amanat Al-Asima, & 

Marib).  

 2727 
 Families 

 

 

 27% 
Referred 

- (2727) cases have been referred to 

UNFPA's GBV partner (only one GBV 

case referred to BFD) & (18) children 

referred to MOSAL to access protection 

services along with (29) HHs referred to 

SDF for legal identification & (2679) 

families referred to UNICEF/UNDP  for 

MRE and mine action . 

 RAPID RESPONSE MECHANISM (RRM) PROTECTION 
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6. MONITORING, EVALUATION, ACCOUNTABILITY & LEARNING (MEAL): 
 

6.1. FIELD VISITS: 

As part of the efforts to ensure better 

coordination and progress, monitoring and 

evaluation field visits were made to make sure 

the quality of RRM works and activities such 

as (registration, verification, distribution and 

raising awareness of IDPs in the field of 

complaints and feedback mechanism with 

commonly used CFM channels) along with 

visiting the warehouses and monitoring on the 

way of store organizing items, conducting 

training workshops and courses to build the 

field team's capacities. The objectives of the 

field visits after all are to make sure that 

project activities are implemented the way 

they are described in the plan. Field visits 

involved meeting with the field team and 

project beneficiaries at the field level by 

conducted post-distribution monitoring 

(PDM). Besides, assessed project progress, 

and document challenges, recommendations, 

and lessons learned. Field visits for data 

collection were scheduled 2-3 weeks after the 

distribution. The planned duration of the data 

collection was 2-10 days for each field visit, 

the table & chart below shows number of 

visits that took place in each govern: 
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No of Field visits to BFD's AoR
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Duration of 

Visit (Days) 

No of 

visits 
Districts Governorate Month 

2 1 - Sanhan & Bani Hushiash Sana’a January  

7 2 - Dhamar City, Al Hada, Jabal Ash 
sharq, Jahran, Otmah, Wusab Al 
Aali &Wusab As Safil 

Dhamar 

8 1 - Marib City Sirwah, Al-Jubah Marib 

2 1 - Al-Bayda & Rada'a Al-Bayda 

2 1 - Sanhan, Bani Hushiash Sana’a Feb  

3 2 - Sanhan, Bani Hushiash & Bani 
Dhabian 

Sana’a March 

12 2 - Sirwah & Marib city 
- Al-Jubah & Jabal Murad 

Marib 

5  1 - Al-Bayda city, Al-Arsh, Radaa Al-Bayda April 

3  1 - Sanhan. Bani Hushiash 
- Bani Dhabian 

Sana’a May  

8  1 - Sirwah, Marib city, Al-Jubah Marib 

4  1 - Al-Bayda city, Radaa 
- Al-Swadia, Al-Arsh 

Al-Bayda 

2 1 - Dhamar city, Jahran Dhamar 

3  1 - Sanhan, Bani Hushiash 
- Bani Dhabian, Hamdan 

Sana’a June 

17 3 - Sirwah, Marib city 
- Al-Jubah, Jabal Murad 

Marib 

2 1 - Al-Bayda city, Radaa, Al-Swadia 
- Al-Arsh 

Al-Bayda 

2 1 - Dhamar city, Jahran Dhamar 

2 1 - Sanhan, Bani Hushiash Sana’a July 

3  1 - Sanhan, Bani Hushiash, Hamdan, 
Arhab 

Sana’a Aug 

7  1 - Marib city, Sirwah, Al-Jubah, 
Rahabah, Jabal Murad 

Marib 

4  1 - Al-Bayda, Al-Swadiah, Radaa 
- Al-Arsh 

Al-Bayda 

3  1 - Jahran, Dhamar city, Otoma Dhamar 

7  1 - Marib city, Sirwah, Al-Jubah, 
Rahabah &Jabal Murad 

Marib Sep 

7  1 - Marib city, Sirwah, Al-Jubah 
- Rahabah & Jabal Murad 

Marib Oct 

12  1 - Al-Abdiyah Marib Oct 

7  1 - Al-Bayda city, Radaa, Al-
Sawadyia & Radman 

Al-Bayda Oct 

5  1 - Marib city, Sirwah, Al-Jubah 
- Rahabah & Jabal Murad 

Marib Nov 

3  1 - Al-Abdiyah Marib Nov 

2  1 - Al-Bayda city & Radaa Al-Bayda Oct 

7  1 - Dhamar city, Wisab As Safil 
- Wisab Al Aali 

Dhamar Dec 

3  1 - Marib city, Sirwah Marib Dec 

3  1 - Al-Bayda city &Radaa Al-Bayda Dec 

7  1 - Sanhan, Bani Hushaysh Sana'a Dec 
 

Table (3): RRM Field Visits 
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6.2. COMPLAINTS & FEEDBACK MECHANISM (CFM): 
 

To ensure efficient RRM services and to 

improve the quality of its activities. It is 

important to pay attention to beneficiaries’ 

rights by listening to their complaints, 

opinions, and suggestions with all 

transparency through proceeding complaint 

mechanisms, as well as monitor and 

evaluate any deviation in the project's 

activities. As part of its strong commitment, 

BFD has set up different complaint 

channels to prevent and detect irregular, 

corrupt, or illegal conduct, sexual abuse and 

exploitation, and mistreatment. During 

RRM kits distribution process, the field 

team gives beneficiaries a brochure explains 

in detail to them the complaint mechanisms 

and how these mechanisms will be 

managed. BFD provides complaints 

channels that can be easily accessed by the 

beneficiaries in order to express their 

complaint or suggestion regarding the 

service provided in the targeted locations. 

All individuals can contact or express 

concerns or complaints directly to Sana'a 

executive office through hotline “toll-free 

number”, suggestion and complaint box 

“placed in each distribution point”, 

WhatsApp SMS and Face to face interviews 

with BNFs. 

  

Complaint 
Channels

Hotline

Social Media, 
SMS, 

WhatsApp, 
and Facebook

Complaint 
boxes placed 

in each 
distribution 

point

Interviewing 
Beneficiaries
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-  Complaints, Feedback and Response Mechanisms: 

➢ Registering the received complaints & feedback in excel sheet allocated for such purpose. 

➢ Received complaints and feedback analysis. 

➢ Verifying the complaint in the BFD database. 

➢ Replying to the beneficiary’s inquiries by reaching them by mobile RRM team in 

case of poor network mobile coverage or calling them back to inform with either 

solution, action taken, or feedback. 

❖ Note: All complaints are shared and managed by the accountability and MEAL officer. 

 

(110) feedback & complaints have been received in the four governorates (Sana'a, Dhamar, 

Marib and Al-Bayda) through CFM's channels as the chart below illustrates:  
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure (13): Total Number of Feedback & Complaints Received 

1- M&E team collects forms 
and reflect complaints and
suggestions data into excel 

sheet.

2- Data is analyzed 
and cleaned.

3- Communicate with the 
beneficiaries (the complainants) 
and conducting all necessary 
investigations to reach solutions or 
suggestions.

4- Field visits or 
meetings held with 
the beneficiaries.

5- Contacts with beneficiaries to be 
informed of the decision taken 

regarding their complaints.

6- Attach all 
necessary documents 

related to each 
complaint to close it.

Figure (12): RRM Complaints & Feedback Mechanism (CFM) 

15.5% 14.5%

68.2%

1.8%
0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

Al Bayda Ma'rib Sana'a Dhamar

No of feedback & complaints recieved
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 Figure (14): Total Number of Complaints Received 

 

Figure (15): Total Number of Complaints Received (Type of CFs)  

• Note: For more details, please see the attached CFM report. 

  

63%

37%

CFM Channel

Hotline

WhatsApp

10.0%

45.5%

31.8%

11.8%

0.9%

Reason of Complaint

Lack of awareness that RRM assistance is provided only once

lack of RRM criteria awareness

No prior notification

Untargeted

Delay of warehouse rent
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6.3. POST-DISTRIBUTION MONITORING (PDM): 
 

The PDM seeks to measure the 

effectiveness of RRM response in the 

targeted governorates and its findings are 

used to improve the quality of service 

provided in the areas where BFD is 

currently operational (Sana'a, Dhamar, Al-

Bayda and Marib Governs). This RRM 

post-distribution monitoring "PDM" 

surveys were undertaken to critically review 

RRM activities especially RRM 

distributions that carried out by BFD 

against defined indicators. To measure the 

effectiveness and impact of RRM activities 

on the recipient population "newly IDPs", 

data was gathered at the household level 

through specific indicators. In total, 162 out 

of (2508) beneficiary households were 

interviewed in the three targeted 

governorates. Sample selection was based 

on a random sampling technique.  For each 

location, the respondents were selected 

randomly in camps and non-camps areas, 

and all quantitative data were analyzed 

using Excel through kobo toolbox. Overall, 

the results of the PDM highlighted the 

distributions process was carried out 

successfully by the efforts of the 

implementing partner (BFD). The data 

analysis revealed that the overwhelming 

majority of beneficiaries are satisfied with 

the content and durability of the kits in 

addition to the distribution process as well. 

The key findings and a brief result can be clarified the follow charts: 

1. 96% of BENFs were satisfied, 4% were not satisfied of the assistance provided.  
 

 
Figure (16): Total % Satisfaction Level 

 

Satisfied Unsatisfied

96%

4%

Level of satisfaction
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2. 92% BENFs were displaced within 2 months before registering them for RRM kit, 

0.8% were registered after residing for 1 year and more and 7.2% arrived at the second 

displacement location withing 2-6 months prior to registration. 

 

3. 80% of the respondents were fully aware feedback and complaint mechanism and only 

20% weren’t aware of feedback and complaint mechanism. 
 

 

 

• Note: For more details, please see the attached PDM report. 

  

0.8%

7.2%

92.0%

Date of displacement

More than a year

Within 2 - 6 months

since registration

Within  2 months

since registration

20%

80%

FCM awareness

No

Yes
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7. SUCCESS STORIES 
 

DELIVERING ASSISTANCE MAKES A CHANGE 

 

It is not easy for an elderly man to flee as they 

experience difficulty and harshness in the 

displacement.  

 Said Al-Ashwr is one of IDPs who has been 

displaced with his family (7 daughters & two 

sons) when the conflict has reached their 

village (Om Al-Hadaj of Bani Dabyan district 

in Sana'a govern) that has been attached by 

escalation of conflict of both hostilities and 

airstrikes. He was forced to flee from his own 

house carrying nothing except their own 

clothes & some money to Al-Naga'a IDPs 

camp which was safest place in Al-Jubah 

district of Marib govern. 

"My family and I suffered a hit after a hit 

tremendously, as we spent three days during 

our displacement and when we finally 

reached a fragile camp, this new thatched tent 

became our warm home despite its rupture; 

however, our gloom of hope faded away after an incident which sat our tent on fire. " Sa'id 

said. 

RRM team got alerted as they rushed to the camp hoping to alleviate Sa'id's suffering. After 

receiving the RRM kit within adequate timing, he was referred to other active humanitarian 

service providers as he consequently got assisted with MPCA and NFIs. 

Although I was assisted with RRM kits, a sum of money and blankets with kitchen sets, 

we are still missing a lot in the camp. 
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HUMANITY COMES FROM SUFFERING 

 

Since the 7th of February 2021, BFD 

has enrolled (1719) IDPs HHs (8704 

people) having been displaced from 

conflict affected areas in Sirwah. 

Already, Sirwah District hosts more 

than 4,300 displaced families and at 

least 14 displacement sites.  

Saleha Al-Zaydi is one of RRM field 

team in Sirwah who also has been 

displaced with her family (two small 

boys and 4 daughters) when the 

conflict has reached their village (Al-Swabeen) that have been attached by some missiles 

and rockets. She was forced to flee from her own house carrying nothing but their own 

clothes to Al-Rawdha camp which has been the safest place in Sirwah to settle with 

displaced family. 

"My family and I have suffered tremendously, and I know exactly what displacement mean 

because I have displaced many times due to the current conflict; displacement means fear, 

denial, oppression and hunger" Saleha said. 

I was really relieved to have my colleagues with me the time I displaced; I have immediately 

been assisted with RRM kit. 

The day after displacement, I was enthusiastic to do my humanitarian job helping IDPs 

feeling the same situation they have. 
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BRINGING BACK THE GLIMMER OF HOPE 

 

 

Salwa, who lost her luster of life after she was diagnosed with sickle cell fever, genetic blood 

disease thalassemia, is living in dire poverty. “She needs a blood transfusion every 15 days,” 

says the 53-year-old mother Mariam Nasser Saleh, who lives in a three-meter room sheltering 

her four children . 

The mother is the only provider for Salwa and her other siblings, working as a shepherd for 

paltry wages as her husband passed away after a long audacious conflict with Malaria . 

At dawn on the third day of July 2021, heavy rains fell causing Salwa house’s roof to collapse 

slightly. The family had to flee their house in fear of the whole roof falling on their heads. 

The next day, they were shocked that their house had completely collapsed and ended up 

becoming a pile of mud . 

After the RRM field team got alerted, they rushed directly to enroll Salwa and her family. 

Salwa's mother couldn't hold herself while gathering the rest of her house rubble, as she burst 

into tears . 

Salwa’s family has been provided with a temporary shelter by the community and then 

responded to and assisted with the RRM kit within 24 hours since enrollment and got referred 

to other active humanitarian service providers as she got assisted with MPCA and NFIs. 
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ANOTHER TRAGEDY 

 

Due to conflict in the Northern side of Yemen 

causing many HHs to flee seeking a secured 

place live by. Subait Ali, a 45-year-old 

woman, was among those IDPs and as soon as 

they reached Wisab As Safil of Dhamar 

Govern, they were hosted by one of their 

relatives. Later on, they settled in a barn 

hoping to be secured. Subait had to tackle life 

obstacles as she used to gather fire wood in 

order to sell them eventually. But due to the 

miserable life, her oldest daughter worked in 

sheep herding and fetching some water for 

one of the merchants. Both the mother and the 

oldest daughter could provide the family with 

life basics.  

And when the family began to regain the 

glimmer of hope, another strike occurred 

causing a new beginning suffering as heavy 

rain destroyed their shelter completely. 

When the RRM team got alerted, they enrolled Subiat and her family and on the same day, 

she was assisted with RRM kit and then referred to be assisted with MPCA and NFIs. 
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HUMANITARIAN AIDES SURELY HELP 

 

Nothing could be worse than to live in peace with happiness having your properties and a 

huge farm to feed your families and 

then you leave them all behind 

fleeing to the unknown with no 

hope in return.  

 Ali Al-Qebli is one of the newly 

IDPs who has been displaced to Al-

Bayda city with his wife and eight 

children due to the conflict that 

reached their village in Maswarah 

district of Al-Bayda govern. Both 

hostilities (ISIS & AA) attacked 

their village spreading on their way mines over lands. As a result, he was forced to flee 

from his own house carrying nothing except their own clothes after losing one of his sons 

due to exploded mines. 

"Not only do I have nothing to live by but I always remember my farm which is full of 

mines and war remnants with no hope to return soon", Ali cried as the RRM team 

approached him. 

Ali has been assisted with RRM kits immediately and then MPCA, GFD and NFIs after 

being referred to other active humanitarian service providers such as IOM & SDF. Also, 

Mine actions & MRE sessions have been requested to be implemented by 

UNICEF/YEMAC & UNDP in some districts of Al-Bayda govern (Maswarah, As 

Sawma'ah, Nat'a, Numa'an, Az Zahir, Mukayras, Sabah Ar Ryashyyah & Radman) along 

with Nahim and bani  Dhabian districts of Sana'a govern and Sirwah, Al-Abdyiah districts 

of Marib govern.  
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SEEKING A SAFE AND SECURE PLACE 

 

Yemeni IDPs have been suffering since the beginning of the conflict, as many HHs were 

forced to flee their homes and move to other areas in 

search of security and safety. 

Sana'a Governorate is still receiving IDPs from places 

of conflict up to date. 

Among those IDPs, Ahmed Dawood, who was forced 

to flee his home with his family in Al-Hali District of 

Al-Hodeida Governorate to a safer place. They finally 

settled in Sanhan District of Sana'a Governorate. 

Ahmed, a 33-year-old man with a family of 7 

members said, “My family and I were displaced from 

Hodeida to Sana'a and my deepest concerns are 

missing the basic needs and not enrolling my children 

in school during this year. 

With the arrival of BFD RRM team, happiness and 

reassurance was drawn on Ahmed's face. A rapid 

intervention took place through distribution of RRM 

Kits funded by UNFP. 

Ahmed expressed his gratitude, and said: "I did not expect the response to arrive so quickly 

especially during those. 

As usual, Ahmed got referred to be assisted with MPCA and NFIs. 
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8. CHALLENGES 

Challenges  Mitigations 

- Arrive various closed expiry dated of items in RRM 

kits. 

- Set up alternative plan for the stock in 

cooperation with donor and stakeholders to 

distribute them for the most vulnerable HHs. 

- Find IDPs who fled more than one time to the same 

district. 

- Coordinate with donor’s Focal point and 

concerned authority to adopt them only 

whom they match the criteria. 

- Find IDPs who have no any identifications to adopt 

them with the assistance.  

- Coordinate with UNHCR’s partner to release 

ID for those ones after checking from the 

community leaders and concerned authority.  

- Working in frontlines areas under Mine risk. - Mine risk education (MRE) awareness 

workshop has been conducted for the field 

team along with referral system.  

- Receive complaints from BNFs regarding MPCA 

assistance and marginalize them from the assistance. 

- Referee the complaints to the service 

provider IOM to their information and 

feedback accordingly.  

- Network obstacles in the hard-to-reach areas which 

makes lateness in the response, receiving the 

complaints and communication with the concerned 

bodies. 

- BFD’s policy resorted to new alternative 

ways to reaching the IDPs such as 

community committees, team leaders, key 

informants and so on.  

- Sudden displacement waves in some districts. - BFD has internal policy for the contingency 

cases to respond rapidly in cooperation and 

cooperation with door to facilitate 

accordingly.  

- Access severity and the distance space among the 

villages in some districts. Besides, Homes are scattered 

and placed in hills and mountains. Al-abdia is an 

example. 

 

- Select Volunteers from the place itself and 

provide more trucks and small ones from 

Qania & Albayda which meet the roads 

severity. 

 

- Community is conservative particularly female to 

cooperate with the relief response and provide their 

information. 

- Conduct meeting with community leaders 

aware them about the project’s objectives and 

conduct awareness for the field staff to aware 

the communities. 
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9. LEARNED LESSONS 

- Availability of RRM Kits with long dates which help us to respond regularly and rapidly. 

- Submit a daily stock report to the donor clarifying all details related. 

- Accountability & awareness have been applied either to the BNFs & stakeholders for the 

project’s criteria hopefully to avoid any misunderstanding.  

- Activate constantly the referral cases to all concerned service providers includes Mine 

humanitarian actor.  

- Conduct constant awareness for the needed workshops based on the needed case for the 

project’s staff to produce quality work. 

- Alert the donor in advance for back up budgeting for the potential of worse emergency cases. 
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10.  LIST OF ACRONYMS 
 

BFD:    Building Foundation for Development.  

RRM:    Rapid Response Mechanism. 

DK:  Dignity Kit.  

IRRK:    Immediate Ready to Eat Ration Kit. 

BHK:   Basic Hygiene Kit. 

MPCA:   Multi-Purpose Cash Assistance. 

D.T.M:   Displacement Tracking Monitoring. 

HH:    Household. 

IDPs:   Internally Displaced Persons. 

MEAL:   Monitoring, Evaluation, Accountability, and Learning. 

PDM:  Post-Distribution Monitoring. 

NFIs:  Non-food Items. 

PPE:   Personal Protective Equipment. 

CCCM:   Camp coordination & Camp Management. 

UNFPA:  United Nations Population Fund. 

UNICEF:  United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund. 

WFP:   World Food Programme. 

MRE:   Mines Risk Education. 

RH:   Reproductive Health. 

MRE:   Mines Risks Education. 

Q:   Quarter. 

  

https://www.unfpa.org/
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11.  ANNEXES  
 

- Annual PDM Report - (2021). 

- Annual CFM Report - (2021). 

- Annual Complaints and Feedback Database – (2021). 

- Annual Referral Tracker - (2021). 

- Annual Reshuffle Tracker - (2021). 

- Annual Enrollment Tracker - (2021). 

- Annual Photos - 2021.  
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